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Introduction 
 
1.    In its resolution 1996/20 of 29 August 1996, the Sub-Commission on Prevention of 
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities decided to entrust Ms. Kalliopi K. Koufa with the 
task of preparing a working paper on the question of terrorism and human rights, to be 
considered at its forty-ninth session. In response to this request, Ms. Koufa submitted her 
working paper (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1997/28), identifying the many diverse, complex and contentious 
issues involved in the discussion of this question, and proposed a number of ways to study 
further this topic. 
 
2.    The Sub-Commission, in its resolution 1997/39 of 28 August 1997, commenting on the very 
comprehensive and well documented working paper, and endorsing the basic approach set out by 
Ms. Koufa, recommended that the Commission on Human Rights approve her appointment as 
Special Rapporteur to carry out a comprehensive study on terrorism and human rights. The 
Commission on Human Rights, in its decision 1998/107 of 17 April 1998, approved the 
appointment of Ms. Koufa as Special Rapporteur. The Economic and Social Council, in its 
decision 1998/278 of 30 July 1998, endorsed the above decision of the Commission. 
 
3.    At the fifty-first session of the Sub-Commission, the Special Rapporteur submitted her 
preliminary report (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1999/27), containing an historical overview of the evolution of 
the question of terrorism within the United Nations system and analysis of the major areas in 
which terrorism affects, directly and indirectly, the full enjoyment of human rights. She further 
identified and discussed other basic priority areas that would next deserve to be examined also, 
such as the question of definition, the interrelated questions of the scope of application of human 
rights law and of the accountability of the non-State actors, as well as recent trends in 
contemporary terrorism. 
 
4.    In its resolution 1999/26 of 26 August 1999, the Sub-Commission expressed its deep 
appreciation to the Special Rapporteur for her excellent and comprehensive preliminary report 
and requested the Secretary-General to transmit it to Governments, specialized agencies and 
concerned inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations with the request that they 
submit to her pertinent comments, information and other data. It also requested the Secretary-
General to provide for visits of the Special Rapporteur to Geneva, New York and the United 
Nations Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention in Vienna, in order to hold consultations 
and complement her research. 
 
5.    In its resolution 2000/30 of 20 April 2000, the Commission on Human Rights, taking note of 
Sub-Commission resolution 1999/26, requested the Secretary-General to continue to collect 
information on the topic, and to make it available to the concerned special rapporteurs, including 
this Special Rapporteur. The Commission also endorsed the Sub-Commission’s request for 
consultations. The Economic and Social Council, in its decision 2000/260 of 28 July 2000, 
approved that request.  
 
6.    At the fifty-third session of the Sub-Commission, the Special Rapporteur presented her 
progress report (E/CN/4/Sub.2/2001/31), in which she provided up-dated information on the 
development of international anti- terrorist action and addressed several controversial issues, such 
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as the problem of definition, the concept of terrorism by reference to the potential State and non-
State actors involved in it, but exploring more fully the manifestations of State terrorism, the 
issue of new forms of terrorism and of the potential use of weapons of mass destruction by 
terrorist groups. In this context, she discussed the potentially grave implications that both the 
terrorist use of weapons of mass destruction and States’ counter-terrorism policies hold for 
human rights, and warned against the disturbing tendency to categorize ordinary criminal activity 
as terrorism, as well as against those alarmist analyses that can lead to counter-terrorism 
measures easily falling into the infringement of human rights. The Special Rapporteur also 
discussed the distinction between armed conflict and terrorism, stressing their points of 
divergence as well as their convergence when terrorist acts are committed in an ongoing armed 
conflict, the issue of self-determination forming part of this discussion. She further followed her 
analysis with an extensive consideration of the impact of terrorism on human rights, with 
emphasis on the issues raised by the Commission in its resolutions 1999/27 of 26April 1999, 
2000/30 of 20 April 2000 and 2001/37 of 23 April 2001. 
 
7.    The Sub-Commission, in its resolution 2001/18 of 16 August 2001, expressed its deep 
appreciation for the excellent progress report and requested that the Special Rapporteur continue 
her direct contacts with the competent services and bodies of the United Nations in New York 
and Vienna. It also requested the Secretary-General to transmit the progress report to 
Governments, specialized agencies and concerned intergovernmental and non-governmental 
organizations to enable them to submit comments to the Special Rapporteur. Finally, the Sub-
Commission requested the Special Rapporteur to prepare a second progress report.  The 
Commission, in its resolution 2002/35 of 22 April 2002, endorsed the requests of the Sub-
Commission for a second progress report and for continuing consultations. 
 
8.    The Special Rapporteur submitted to the Sub-Commission, at its fifty-fourth session, her 
second progress report (E/CN.4/Sub.2/2002/35), written in the wake of 11 September 2001, 
under the enormous emotional and psychological stress and shock prevailing all around the 
world, due to the well known terrorist events in the United States of America and their 
catastrophic consequences. Sensing the shifting international environment, the surfacing new 
trends and developments as a result of the accelerated fight against terrorism, and the worldwide 
“close-to-panic” reaction in much of the political and legal activity relating to terrorism, with 
their obviously serious implications for international and human rights law as well as 
humanitarian law, the Special Rapporteur pondered over the need to rethink and re-evaluate the 
future course of her work. In particular, she thought that it would be detrimental to her study to 
continue working on it as if 11 September 2001 had not happened. The 11 September 2001 
catalyst of events and developments, disparate views of opinion and serial debate over human 
rights, terrorism, and the “new” international law was adding to the original momentum of her 
mandate, making it gain in both importance and hardship. The significant unintended 
consequences of the global fight against terrorism and the risk of damage to the cause of justice 
and the rule of law justified, in her opinion, some diversion from her basically conceptual 
approach of the study on terrorism and human rights towards one that is more human rights 
specific. 
 
9.    Therefore, seizing the opportunity given to her for the presentation to the Sub-Commission 
of a second progress report, the Special Rapporteur devoted most of that report to a review of the 
relevant international anti-terrorist activities and initiatives undertaken since 11 September 2001, 
and the relevant reactions by various international human rights bodies and mechanisms, both at 
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the global and the regional levels. In this light, she addressed inter alia the main action 
undertaken by the Security Council; commented on the Counter-terrorism Committee that was 
created under its authority; discussed initiatives at the General Assembly and the effort to 
finalize the draft international convention on international terrorism; drew attention to the 
UNESCO resolution of 20 October 2001 which rejected the notion of associating terrorism with 
any particular religion or nationality and pointed out that social injustice is a fertile ground for 
terrorism; and reviewed initiatives undertaken at the regional level (i.e., within the European 
Union, the Council of Europe, the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, the 
Organization of American States, the League of Arab States, the Organization of African Unity 
and the Organization of the Islamic Conference).  
 
10.   Turning specifically to the reactions of the human rights bodies and mechanisms, the 
Special Rapporteur dealt with the work of the Human Rights Committee regarding, in particular, 
that Committee’s newest general comment on Article 4 of the International Convention on Civil 
and Political Rights (CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.11) and its subsequent review of certain cases 
relating to post-11 September 2001 anti- terrorism legislation or actions undertaken by State 
parties. The Special Rapporteur also drew attention to important statements on terrorism and 
human rights by the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, by independent 
experts of the Commission on Human Rights, and by the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Human Rights. In her concluding observations, the Special Rapporteur recalled, furthermore, the 
often expressed consternation by the highest officials of the United Nations, including the 
Secretary-General, the High Commissioner for Human Rights and the High Commissioner for 
Refugees, with regard to some actions undertaken in response to terrorism, and noted the array of 
topics that still needed the attention of the Sub-Commission, as well as some other main post-11 
September 2001 issues that generated new interest in the topic and fed this interest more than 
ever before. 
 
11.   By its resolution 2002/24 of 14 August 2002, the Sub-Commission, expressed its deep 
appreciation and thanks to the Special Rapporteur for her excellent report and requested her to 
continue her work taking into consideration, inter alia, the replies submitted by governments, 
competent organs and bodies of the United Nations system and intergovernmental and non-
governmental organizations, and to continue direct contacts and consultations with the 
competent services and bodies of the United Nations, in particular those in New York and 
Vienna, in order to expand her research, update the study and expedite her work. It also 
requested the Special Raporteur, in view of the complexity of the phenomenon of terrorism and 
the extraordinary range and quantity of developments at the international, regional and national 
levels since the events of 11 September 2001, to submit an additional progress report to the Sub-
Commission at its fifty-fifth session which would include a discussion of national, regional and 
international measures adopted and/or applied after 11 September 2001, and of the conceptual 
debate arising therefrom. 
 
12.   At its fifty-ninth session, the Commission on Human Rights, in its resolution 2003/37 of 23 
April 2003, endorsed the Sub-Commission’s request that the Secretary-General give the Special 
Rapporteur all the assistance necessary to carry on her consultations with the competent services 
and bodies of the United Nations system to complement and expand her research and data for the 
preparation of an additional progress report, and requested the Special Rapporteur to give 
attention in her next report  to the questions raised in that resolution.  
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13.   This additional progress report, submitted to the Sub-Commission at its fifty-fifth session in 
accordance with resolution 2002/ 24, consists of three sections. The first section contains 
preliminary comments relating to the scope of the study. The second section returns to the 
conceptual level of analysis, by resuming the discussion of non-State terrorism from the very 
point where it was left off in the first progress report (E/CN.4/Sub.2/2001/31), and by giving 
further thought to this, as well as other component parts of the study. The third section consists 
of concluding observations. Further, the report is also supplemented by two Addenda. 
Addendum I reviews and up-dates on international anti-terrorist activities and initiatives 
undertaken at the global and regional levels, since the submission of last year’s report. 
Addendum II contains a summary of the replies and comments received by the Special 
Rapporteur from governments, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, as well 
as United Nations special procedures, in the period from May 2002 to May 2003. 

 
              I.   PRELIMINARY COMMENTS RELATING  

                                    TO THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
 
14.   Since the submission to the Sub-Commission of the last report (E/CN.4/Sub.2/2002/35), 
there have been many new developments that both directly and indirectly heavily affect the study 
of the Special Rapporteur on terrorism and human rights. Events before the war in Iraq, the war 
itself, and now its tragic aftermath have further seriously undermined many of the fundamental 
principles of international law, human rights and humanitarian law in their entirety, and not only 
relating to terrorism. At the time of writing of this additional progress report, the Special 
Rapporteur finds herself functioning under a situation of unique international tension, which not 
only burdens the issue of terrorism and human rights, but in which the acceleration of world 
events and turning-point initiatives is overtaking much of her work. Just one year ago, 
commenting on the escalation of crisis situations and “hot spots” throughout the world, the 
dramatic - and, sometimes, “close-to-panic” - reactions in the international community and their 
far-reaching implications for human rights, which justified, in the opinion of the Special 
Rapporteur, some shift in the original focus of her study, she could nonetheless express a hope 
that in the course of the coming year “the dust would settle”, allowing her to study and reflect 
upon the catastrophic events from some distance.1 Sadly, this has not been the case, of course.   
 
15.   Time and distance from the catastrophe of 11 September 2001, instead of bringing a 
rehabilitation of the much needed normalcy in the international relations of the dawning 21st 
millennium, have truly opened a new era of global insecurity, uncertainty and erosion of 
established international law. While “the dust has not settled” yet, the very viability, relevance, 
even legitimacy, of the international system built up within the past fifty plus years has been put 
to question and to further severe testing, over the past few months.2 At this time, the Special 
Rapporteur sees no clear roadmap to reinstitution of the rule of law necessary to protect human 
rights and humanitarian law in the global struggle against terrorism, and shares the skepticism of 
most people around the world about the over-zealous use of counter-terrorist measures to 
facilitate enforcement activities in criminal and other matters unrelated to terrorist activities. 
 
16.   On a more positive note, the Special Rapporteur notes, however, that in spite of many 
serious setbacks, there has also been a kind of regrouping in the international community, 
especially in regard to challenging and reacting to anti-terrorist legislation passed since 11 
September 2001. Much of the credit for this goes to the international and national human rights 
groups and mechanisms that roused public opinion, by repeatedly making the case that 
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repressive new laws, detention practices, harsh treatment of immigrants, refugees and minorities, 
as well as other policies and practices introduced in a significant number of countries, and 
broadly justified by the new international war on terrorism, lower the accepted standards of 
human rights. Thus, after initially leaning heavily towards national security measures at the 
expense of international human rights and humanitarian law norms, the international community 
may have begun to generate a more reasoned balancing of security and rights in relation to anti-
terrorist legislation.  
 
17.   In fact, there are two notable indications that much of the attention that was focused on acts 
of terrorism in the previous year was refocused this past year on counter-terrorism measures. For 
the first time, during its last 57th session, the General Assembly adopted, without a vote, a 
resolution on “Protecting human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism” 
(A/RES/57/219 of 18 December 2002), which emphasizes the need of both combating terrorism 
and respecting the rule of law, and encourages an active profile of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human Rights on the issue of human rights and counter-terrorism measures. 
Furthermore, the Commission on Human Rights, which in the course of its 58th session had 
chosen not to take specific action or undertake any new initiatives to monitor the impact of anti-
terrorism measures on human rights, chose this year to follow suite to this important initiative by 
the General Assembly by adopting, also without a vote, resolution 2003/68 of 25 April 2003, 
entitled “Protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism”. The 
Special Rapporteur thinks that these particular actions will eventually provide a useful point of 
departure to assess where counter-terrorism measures most negatively impact on human rights. 
As is well known, there is currently no international institution with a clear mandate to assess 
whether measures taken and justified by a State as necessary to combat terrorism are in violation 
of human rights standards which it has accepted, or which would require that a derogation be 
made. And it is, indeed, unfortunate that the Counter-terrorism Committee established by the 
Security Council does not believe this to be part of its mandate. 
 
18.   This additional progress report is submitted at a time when the heated debate over terrorism 
and human rights is still in the ascendant. Also, at a time when the feeling of increasing urgency 
regarding the adequacy or appropriateness of the responses to terrorism and the conformity of 
national and international measures adopted and/or applied after 11 September 2001 with 
international human rights and humanitarian law norms is far from being abated. The 
deliberations at the 54th Sub-Commision session, as well as those at the Commission’s 58th and 
59th sessions, and at the General Assembly’s 57th session, demonstrate clearly that there is a 
general concern with these issues, and a need to approach constructively both the trade-offs 
between security and civil liberties and the dilemmas posed thereof, in today’s growing climate 
of uncertainty triggered by the events of 11 September 2001. It is in this particular context that 
the Special Rapporteur envisages paragraph 6 of Sub-Commission resolution 2002/24 of 14 
August 2002, requesting her to submit an additional progress report which will include a 
discussion of national, regional and international measures adopted and /or applied after 11 
September 2001, and of the conceptual debate arising therefrom. 
 
19.   The Special Rapporteur has followed as closely as was possible the adoption and 
implementation of various national and international anti-terrorist laws and policies, not only for 
their negative impact on human rights, but also for their lack of impact in actually minimizing 
the threat of terrorism. While she views that fully addressing and discussing national and 
international anti- terrorism measures could be extremely valuable also for her conceptual study, 
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at least in as much as it would enable her to draw together and point out certain trends indicating 
areas of concern related to national anti-terrorism legislation, the Special Rapporteur cannot help 
thinking that responding adequately to the above mentioned request of the Sub-Commission 
would require a full study in itself. 
 
20.   In particular, she now believes that she is already facing a dual task. On the one hand, the 
task of completing and finishing the study on terrorism and human rights, which was basically 
conceptual in its inception and approach - the exception being, of course, her second progress 
report, responding of necessity to the events and situations generated by 11 September 2001. On 
the other hand, the task of reviewing and discussing national, regional and international counter-
terrorism measures and legislation adopted and/or applied after the milestone of 11 September 
2001. While the Special Rapporteur thinks that it is not possible to address both of these tasks in 
one and the same study, for primarily systematic and methodological reasons, part of her 
hesitance is, admittedly, relating also to the sheer quantity of legislation and other material that 
would inevitably make her report far longer than the limits imposed for such reports. 
 
21.   As a consequence, the Special Rapporteur considers that the most appropriate way of 
responding to the above mentioned tasks is, in the first place, to continue with her conceptual 
approach of terrorism and human rights with a view to completing the Sub-Commission study 
the soonest possible and, then, should the Sub-Commission so decide, turn to the review and 
discussion of national, regional and international counter-terrorism measures with a view to 
indicating areas of concern related to anti- terrorist legislation and threats to rights hammered out 
years ago relative to criminal and other procedures.  
 
 

                     II.   A FOLLOW-UP ON THE ISSUE OF DEFINITION                              
 

                                                A. Introductory remarks 
 
22.   The Special Rapporteur has already addressed some of the issues regarding the difficulty of 
defining terrorism, underscoring in particular as one of the major difficulties standing in the way 
of consensus in the United Nations the controversy about wars of national liberation and the 
motives advanced to justify violence.3 She has also presented the views and varying positions of 
the Sub-Commission members as to whether the study should undertake a definition of 
terrorism,4 and indicated her own leaning towards the view that the study need not shy away 
from scrutinizing the essential elements and manifestations of terrorism, with a view to obtaining 
or drawing together basic definitional components and criteria that might eventually guide the 
Sub-Commission towards the advancement or articulation of a definition for the purposes of the 
study. 5 
 
23.    Although, admittedly, finding an all-encompassing and generally acceptable definition of 
terrorism is too ambitious an aim, the Special Rapporteur has throughout her work considered 
valuable the idea of elaborating with some precision on the definitional elements of “terrorism” 
and of what can be considered as “acts of terrorism”, for the purposes of this study, and in 
particular with a view to identifying the major aspects of the phenomenon of terrorism and its 
possible relationship to the question of accountability. In this context, she was bound to give 
attention also to the controversial issue of the actors or potential perpetrators of terrorism. 6 
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 24.   In her view, the almost entire concentration on behavioral description (i.e., on certain 
conduct or behavior and its effects) and failure to spell out clearly who can use terrorism, has 
been one of the major reasons for not achieving a definition likely to command general approval. 
Despite the horrors associated with it, terrorism in its most widely accepted usage has, to be sure, 
an inherently moral and political context as well. This is well evidenced by the very practice 
within the United Nations, where among the main stumbling blocks in the effort to define 
terrorism has been the question of who can be identified and labeled as “terrorist”. 7  
 
25.   As a consequence, in discussing the problem of definition in her first progress report, the 
Special Rapporteur introduced the question of the actors or potential instigators of terrorism, in 
an attempt to prune away and reduce at least part of the definitional wrangle, by spelling it out 
clearly and trying to explain it.8 In this connection, she approached analytically the dual 
conceptual distinction that is generally made between State and sub-State (or non-State or 
individual) terrorism - a distinction which usually corresponds to the two different basic 
dimensions of the terrorist phenomenon (i.e. State and anti-State), and which is now a generally 
acceptable component of the debate on terrorism, in both the world of the academia and ordinary 
parlance, including in the United Nations - and delineated the different manifestations and 
effects of State terrorism from the point of view of international law, international human rights 
and humanitarian law. 9 Next, she introduced the much more disparate and diversified 
manifestations of non-State (or sub-State) terrorism, but deferred discussion of the complex 
problems raised by this unwieldy to uniform typology and categorization dimension of the 
terrorist phenomenon, in particular as regards international and human rights law, in order to 
present it later in a more integrated form, and after having also reviewed the relevant 
submissions to her from governments and non-governmental organizations.10 Finally, she 
attempted to initiate debate on the ever-present international controversy - and, thereby, the 
recurring request of a number of Member States - regarding the need to clearly differentiate 
between terrorism and the struggle for self-determination, by analyzing legally, in light of the 
1949 Geneva Conventions and the 1977 Protocols Additional thereto, various cases or situations 
of armed conflict or war, with a view to distinguishing and separating them from terrorism. 11 
 
26.   In the present section of this additional progress report, the Special Rapporteur continues 
and concludes the discussion of sub-State (or non-State or individual terrorism) initiated in her 
first progress report, and follows on her conceptual analysis with some basic legal delimitations 
of terrorism and terrorist acts relevant from the human rights perspective. This section is not to 
be considered as a thorough overview by the Special Rapporteur of the subject matter. More 
work has to be done, in particular with regard to the legal delimitations of terrorism, and 
especially the human rights delimitation of terrorism. It should further be understood that this 
additional progress does not supersede the previous reports of the Special Rapporteur but that it 
should be read in conjunction with them. 

                      
                B.   Sub-State12 (or non-State or individual) terrorism              

 
27.   The diverse manifestations of sub-State terrorism (i.e. terrorism committed by non-State 
groups or individuals, usually as a form of subversion) having been already portrayed in the first 
progress report (E/CN.4/Sub.2/2001/31), it is presently the purpose of the Special Rapporteur to 
comment on and try to give some order to the jumble of private agents and organizations lumped 
together as “sub-State” or “non- State” or, even, “individual” terrorism. As is well known, the 
focus of world literature on terrorism remains riveted on this type of terrorism, while the 
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increasing danger emanating from the sophisticated tactics and operations mounted or likely to 
be mounted by terrorist actors of the kind has become - particularly after the terrorist attacks of 
11 September 2001 - the cause of much more international consternation and international 
solidarity than ever before. 
 
28.   In considering sub-State (or non-State) terrorism, two points should be made from the very 
outset. First, because of its diversity and manifold manifestations, it is difficult to generalize on 
this brand of terrorism - confined to individuals and groups of private actors - without sacrificing 
accuracy. 13 In its long history, this aspect of terrorism has undergone all kinds of mutations, 
societal and technological changes having wrought their own direct effects on terrorists, as 
individuals and as groups. Moreover, the possibility of State involvement in (or sponsorship of) 
this type of terrorism - a possibility that is now generally recognized, despite existing 
disagreement as to its extent or the ways and forms it may take - blurs sometimes the line of its 
distinction from State terrorism. In any event, the variety and complexity of this aspect of the 
terrorist phenomenon is further witnessed by the fact that terrorists vary from country to country, 
as a result of cultural traditions, social structures, political relationships and affiliations, as well 
as other factors that make generalizations and taxonomies very difficult. 
 
29.   Second, even the briefest review of the juridical and political literature and doctrine of 
terrorism reveals not only that most of the writers focus their analyses on this type of terrorism, 
but also that there is a different understanding of and disagreement about any similarities 
existing between this brand of terrorism and the brand of State terrorism, beyond the fact, of 
course, that both attempt to induce a state of fear.14 Building on the different manifestations and 
functions of these two basic categories of terrorism, many writers argue against mixing or 
viewing them together,15 particularly since there is adequate (even if insufficiently enforced) 
international law to regulate and restrain State violence.16 On the contrary, it is quite obvious 
that much remains to be done in the direction of regulating and suppressing terrorism pertaining 
to individuals and groups of private actors. 
        
                  1.  Typologies and categories of sub-State terrorism 
 
30.   It has already been noted that terrorism pertaining to individuals and groups of private 
actors (i.e., “non-State” or “sub-State” terrorism) may take several forms.17 Thus, within this 
category have been placed, with varying degrees of accuracy and legitimacy, by various 
commentators, such persons, groups and organizations as the “sicarii” and the “assassins”18, 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century anarchists, Marxist and Maoist revolutionaries, 
nationalists and separatists, ultra leftist and ultra rightist groups, rural and urban guerrillas, 
liberation fighters, mercenaries, paramilitaries, religious and other fanatics, ecological activists, 
anti-globalization protestors and trade unionists, “new generation” terrorist groups and terrorist 
“entities”, 19 as well as “lone terrorists”. 20 This terse catalogue, breathtaking as it may be in its 
variety and scope - since it is covering the long history of the non-State terrorist enterprise 
throughout recorded history, and for at least two thousand years - cannot certainly depict the 
enormously varied range of qualities, differences and similarities across the decades, the shifts in 
character, the changes due to distance and the surrounding political circumstances, or the 
mixtures of types and borderline conditions included in the constellation of non-State terrorist 
agents and organizations. 
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31.   To systematize thinking, in light of the varied and complicated nature of all these terrorist 
phenomena, researchers and scholars in the area of political and social sciences have devised and 
charted various typologies, and ventured into not only the explanation of the historical and 
political background but also the examination and analysis of the sociology and the personality 
of the non-State or sub-State terrorist actors.21  
 
32.   To begin with, analysts have attempted to divide and classify terrorism and terrorists by 
their historical origins (for example: revolutionary, anarchist, guerrilla, anti-colonialist, etc.); by 
ideological type, (for example: nationalist, left-winger and right-winger, religious 
fundamentalist, etc.); by the nature of their goals (for example: separatist, national liberationist, 
“self-determinist”, racist, etc.); and in terms of the setting in which they operate, especially the 
type of terrorist targeting (for example: kidnapping, xenofighting,22 indiscriminate victims, etc.), 
or the terrain in which they operate (for example: rural, urban, transnational, etc.).23 The tangles 
caused by such attempts to categorize non-State terrorist individuals, groups, and organizations 
are pretty obvious in view of the overlap and coexistence of properties or qualities within or 
among the different types, and the inconsistencies resulting from the combinations of different 
criteria and numerous variables. 
 
33.   Clearly, for instance, ideology can be political but it can also be religious. Revolutionaries 
can be left-wingers (i.e., Marxist-Leninist, Maoist, etc.),24 or right-wingers (i.e., various racist 
and other militant movements in several parts of the world, including Europe, the USA and the 
Middle East);25 they can be nationalists and/ or separatists (i.e., the indigenous nationalist/anti-
colonialist groups that emerged in Asia, Africa and the Middle East during the late 1940s and 
1950s to oppose continued European rule 26 or, during the late 1960s and 1970s, the diverse 
nationalist and ethnic separatist groups outside the colonial framework, as well as radical, 
entirely ideologically motivated organizations, and disenfranchised or exiled nationalist 
minorities adopting terrorist tactics as a means to draw attention to their causes, and thereby 
attract international sympathy and support);27 and they can also be guerrillas - rural or urban - 
and at the same time kidnappers, and so on (i.e., partisans, insurgents using irregular military 
operations against the government or its army forces and assigning a role - more or less 
important - to terrorist tactics, and other groups of resistance);28 but they can be religious 
fanatics or religious radicals and extremist groups as well (i.e., starting from such early classic 
cases of sacred terror groups and sects as the “assassins”, the “sicarii” and the “thugs”, 29 and 
moving through contemporary examples of militant religious fundamentalism - Christian, 
Jewish, Islamic and other groups30 - to the recent cases of “millenarian” groups or “cults” 
disposed  to go as far as using chemical, biological and nuclear weapons).31    

 
34.   Equally, the criterion of the historical origins does not prove ideal and can also be 
misleading and complicated as an analytical tool. It can also be misleading in distinguishing 
between contemporary terrorist groups, or coexisting terrorist groups with different political or 
ideological orientations. For example, both the Red Army Faction and the Weathermen emerged 
during the 1960s’ student unrest;32 and there were different religious and secular terror groups 
coexisting, often uneasily, in the Middle Eastern and North African contexts.33 Further, there are 
also drawbacks in categorizing by the na ture of the goals pursued by the terrorists (i.e., 
overthrow of the established order, or separatism and irredentism),34 and by the targets or the 
types of victims chosen by the terrorists (i.e., carefully selected persons or indiscriminate and 
random victims);35 whereas even categorizing in terms of the setting or the terrain in which 
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terrorists operate (i.e., urban or rural, domestic or transnational and international) is not 
unambiguous outright.36   
 
35.   There exist, of course, several other ways and instances of categorizing and classifying 
terrorism and terrorists in the literature of the social sciences, because there are several different 
approaches to conceptualizing the phenomena of terrorism and terrorists. Depending on one’s 
own particular concerns and the framework chosen, different categories and typologies will 
obviously turn up.37 In the pertinent words of one commentator “there are almost as many 
typologies of terrorism as there are analysts.”38 Reference to them here, however, must be kept 
to a minimum, since they are not as central as other points to the purposes of this study, and are 
far from contributing to the solution of the problem of definition. On the contrary, in the opinion 
of the Special Rapporteur, the existing plethora of classifications and typologies in the field, 
rather than contributing to the exegesis and rationalization of the terrorist phenomena add to the 
polysemy and divergence prevailing in this area. 
 
36.   That said, classifications and typologies may be useful as basic tools for mapping the 
different types of terrorism and terrorist groups and, by so doing, for breaking up the 
tremendously broad concepts into more analytical frameworks for discussion, and into categories 
more manageable for research and study. However, dividing into categories and classifying in 
the field is also a very complicated task and can be highly misleading, as already evinced by the 
examples given above. Other examples could easily be drawn from even the briefest review of 
the abundant contemporary professional literature of terrorism, evincing further a number of 
serious - and potentially dangerous - consequences and misperceptions, as a result of the 
development of even more sophisticated and analytical typologies and divisions, which aim at 
defining more precisely subgroups of terrorism but rest on ill- fitting or flawed assumptions, on 
dubious or overlapping distinctions, and on omissions or exclusions of other important instances 
of terrorism. 
 
37.   For instance, the inordinate amount of attention currently garnered upon terrorist groups 
with an ethno-nationalist or religious orientation has led contemporary typologies of terrorist 
organizations to focus closely on socio-cultural criteria, primarily the putative ethnic, national, or 
religious identities or ideological beliefs of group members.39 These typologies usually 
differentiate terrorist actors according to their identity or ideology. While this can be helpful 
from a sociological or even psychological perspective, the Special Rapporteur is wary of the 
culturalist bias of some of these typologies, since this bias - often combined with the meager 
evidence provided by national statistics and data banks that are sometimes based on unspecified 
criteria or questionable and inaccurate figures40 - may lead to lumping together disparate types 
and aspects of the political phenomena, eventually occluding those socio-political differences 
which could assist in illuminating the existence of a group’s legal legitimacy or lack thereof. 
  
38.   One such especially problematic paradigm is the so-called “religious terrorism”. Often part 
of the “superterrorism” discourse,41 a number of authoritative analyses cite the religious, often 
Islamic, identities of some contemporary terrorist organizations as proof of transcendent, 
otherworldly justifications for their actions, and so of their potential willingness to use extreme, 
catastrophic means, such as WMD, to reach their goals.42 While recognizing that 
“fundamentalist” terrorists, originating from mainstream religious traditions, differ from the so-
called “millenarian” terrorist sects and cults, some of these specific analyses put nonetheless the 
emphasis on the dichotomy between religious terrorists - who are driven by hate and fanaticism 
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and, supposedly, are unchecked by political, moral or practical restraints - and political terrorists 
- who, supposedly, are more flexible, subject in principle to negotiation and to circumstances 
pushing them towards some rational assessments of their activity. 43 Thus, however, a group’s 
identity can be used to discount its political claims or to label it as extremist and incapable of 
compromise or being reasoned with. A group’s actual tactics and goals can be replaced by 
hypotheses about how it could or might act based upon its attributed religion. 44 As a matter of 
fact, this type of conceptual problem runs through many analyses of terrorism that employ 
identity-based typologies, so it maybe that less cultural, more organizational typologies could be 
less prejudicial in either their presumptions or their results, at least from the legal and human 
rights point of view.  
 
39.   In any event, while broad or general categorizations can hardly reach precision and do full 
justice to the variety and complexity of the terrorist phenomena, attempts to devise analytical and 
more sophisticated subdivisions and distinctions providing more precise delimitations of, or 
information on, subgroups of terrorism - such as their organizational structure, size, potential 
relationships with States and degrees of such relationships, their identity, characteristics, social, 
political, cultural and psychological motivations, and so forth - are too complicated and diverse 
and, above all, they only serve the needs of the particular user. As useful as they are for 
illuminating particular aspects of the phenomena of terrorism and of terrorists, and for 
contributing to our understanding of the wide-ranging nature of the problematique surrounding 
them, they are of little utility in identifying exactly what constitutes terrorism and who the 
terrorists are. 
 
40.   The Special Rapporteur’s training and mentality as a jurist naturally influence her 
understanding of and approach to the terrorist phenomena. Nevertheless, deeply conscious of the 
political-science background of most of the professional literature dealing with the subject 
matter, she obviously could not, and in fact did not, neglect to take into consideration whatever 
political, social, and other important specialist input is contributing to the better understanding of 
the manifold aspects of these phenomena. That is how she was led into examining also the 
question of typologies and categorizations in the framework of sub-State or non-State terrorism 
in her effort to conceptualize this extremely vast and disparate area at best. 
 
41.   The result of her examination is that there is no common or uniform methodology for an all-
inclusive identification, classification and appraisal of sub-State terrorism. Furthermore, actor-
based distinctions, which can be found in many current classifications of terrorism, have their 
own shortcomings. The more general they are, the more they cut across the many existing 
categories of sub-State terrorism. The more narrow and specified they are, the less they 
contribute to the issue of definition and the much-needed delimitation of the complex 
phenomenon of terrorism. In view of the fact that there is no common methodology for the 
categorization of sub-State terrorism, and the fact that categories and distinctions, to be useful or 
functional, must serve the approach of their users, the Special Rapporteur considers that it would 
best serve her approach to retain, from among the many categories and distinctions in 
circulation, only those which differentiate between domestic (or internal) and international 
terrorism and between individual terrorists and terrorist groups.                        
 
42.   These very general distinctions that can be found in most current classifications of terrorism 
are also not devoid of the difficulties and ambiguities resulting from any attempt to further define 
or specify them more precisely. Thus, for instance, allusion has already been made to the 
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ambiguity regarding the term “international terrorism”.45 As is well known, there are several 
definitions of the term “international terrorism”, some of which are quite confusing. 46 It will be 
further noted that, frequently, even the term “transnational terrorism” is distinguished from the 
term “international terrorism”, and also defined in different ways.47 In addition, in considering 
the very distinction between individual terrorists and terrorist groups that act nationally or 
internationally, several questions arise regarding the context and the situations in which they 
function or occur, including whether the individual or group non-State terrorist actors are 
effectively acting on their own, or as part of another group or another organization or entity 
which may direct and control them from another country. 48 
 
43.   However, in the opinion of the Special Rapporteur, there is a principal virtue in these 
distinctions, namely their relevance for useful and meaningful legal discussion. It is necessary to 
distinguish national from international terrorism, and individual terrorists from terrorist groups 
and/or terrorist organizations, because of the different legal content, regulation and implications 
or effects attending these distinctions or categories. These distinctions are, moreover, relevant to 
any legal approach of the issue of definition and to any attempt to legally delimit the 
phenomenon of terrorism. In her prior work, the Special Rapporteur, has already sought to 
conceptualize on different aspects of this complex phenomenon and demarcate areas whose 
exploration necessitated her venturing into ways departing from her usual legal analysis.49 It is 
of central importance to her now to return to the legal approach. So, after briefly explaining next 
the terms “internal” (or “domestic”) and “international” terrorism, and presenting the different 
formulations and connotations tha t are most frequently contained in the use of the term 
“international terrorism”, in both international law and international relations, she will proceed 
by developing a legal framework of analysis allowing for the containment and confinement of 
the definitional issue within limits that are most relevant to the ongoing human rights discussion 
of terrorism, particularly since the 11 September 2001 terrorist events.  
 
                          2. Internal (or domestic) and international terrorism 
 
44.   As the name implies, internal (or domestic) terrorism is confined within the borders of one 
specific State, whereas international terrorism involves an “internationalizing” element or feature 
engaging the interests of more than one State. Internal (or domestic) terrorism is generally 
viewed by States as a violation of domestic criminal laws. Even the most casual survey of legal 
literature and doctrine indicates that perpetrators of internal terrorism involving the territory and 
the citizens of only one State fall within the categories of criminals and are punished as a rule 
everywhere by penal codes.  
 
45.   On the other hand, there are various definitions and criteria offered concerning the 
“international” component or the “international” nature of terrorism. To put it also in other 
words, there are different views with regard to the element or feature and the circumstances, 
which “internationalize” terrorism, and as to how States obtain jurisdiction over international and 
/or transnational terrorists.50 
 
46.   It has been maintained, for instance, that terrorism is international when the perpetrator of 
the crime or its victim is an alien in the State where the terrorist crime was committed or its 
effects materialized;51 or when one of the following elements are present: the terrorist activity 
takes place in more than one State, or where no State has exclusive national jurisdiction, or when 
it affects the citizens of more than one State, internationally protected persons or internationally 
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protected objects.52 In another much more detailed formulation, terrorism is deemed to be 
international in terms of acts that contain international elements (e.g. conduct performed in 
whole or in part in more than one State), in terms of internationally protected targets (e.g. 
civilians protected by international instruments or not, diplomats and personnel of international 
organizations), in terms of power-oriented outcome (e.g. aiming at changes of the political, 
social or economic structures, or the policies, conduct or practices of a given State), and in terms 
of internationally proscribed conduct (e.g. violation of international norms).53 In yet another 
formulation, for terrorism to be “transnational”, there needs to be some extra-territorial element, 
either with regard to the perpetrators, the victim-State, the nationality of the victims or even the 
very nature of the offence; and while there is an extra-territorial element in cases where the 
perpetrator flees abroad and seeks refuge in a foreign country against extradition proceedings, it 
is unclear whether there are “transnational” elements in the cases of terrorist groups perceiving 
themselves not to be part of the victim- State and trying to secede.54 It has also been suggested, 
somewhat vaguely, that terrorism is international when the interests of more than one State are 
involved;55 and that international terrorism is any terrorist activity containing an international 
jurisdictional element.56  
 
47.   These different formulations, emanating from various attempts to define international 
terrorism from the legal perspective, do not necessarily contradict each other, yet their overall 
effect is the creation of a certain ambiguity and confusion in the area.57  The same is true with 
other notable attempts to conceptualize and define the international nature of terrorism from the 
political and sociological perspective. Thus, for instance, it has been maintained that 
international terrorism comprises terrorist incidents that have clear international consequences, 
such as incidents in which terrorists go abroad to strike their targets, stay at home but select 
victims because of their connection to a foreign State (e.g. foreign executives) or attack 
international lines of commerce (e g. airliners).58 The same expert opinion on terrorism has, 
further, maintained that international terrorism may also be defined as acts or campaigns of 
violence waged outside the accepted rules and procedures of international diplomacy and war,59 
thereby excluding from the concept of international terrorism the local activities against a local 
government of citizens or dissident groups in their own country if no foreign connection is 
involved, and eventually including in the concept of international terrorism the breaking of the 
rules and exporting violence by various means to States that normally would not, under the 
traditional rules, be considered participants in the local conflict.60 In the opinion of another 
expert commentator, however, terrorism is international when it is directed at foreigners or 
foreign targets, when it is concerted by factions of more than one State, or when it is aimed at 
influencing the policies of a foreign government.61 Moreover, it should be mentioned that the 
ambiguity and confusion resulting from the introduction and different uses of the term 
“transnational terrorism” in international relations also is equally noticeable.62  
 
48.   While the suppression of domestic or internal terrorism is basically pertaining to the 
competence of the single State, the suppression of international terrorism, cutting across the 
interests of other States as well, pertains to the competence of more than one State. Because the 
ramifications of international terrorism are liable to be global, they are generally regarded as the 
most troubling and imperiling the entire social fabric of the international community.  
 
                         C.  Delimitations of terrorism: a legal approach                   
 
                               1.  The quest for a definition of terrorism 
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49.   It is all too apparent that a major stake in the fight against terrorism is the lack of a precise 
legal definition of the crime of terrorism. Since there is no international definition of terrorism, 
the initial characterization of an activity as “terrorist” is made by the domestic legal system. 63 In 
this context, it will be recalled that Security Council resolution 1373 (2001), adopted on 28 
September 2001, under Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter, establishes a long list of legal 
obligations with a view to fighting terrorism but does not contribute to the legal definition of the 
crime of terrorism.  As appropriately stated by Jean-François Gayraud, and David Sénat, this 
resolution “decrees the universal hunt of terrorism without defining it”. 64 Thus, to fulfill their 
obligations under resolution 1373 (2001) States have resorted to definitions of terrorism 
established under their own national legislations.  This obviously creates problems since national 
legislations may criminalize as “terrorist acts” certain activities that could not be accepted as 
“terroristic”, while others may criminalize activities that are lawful under international law. 
Moreover, there are several national laws, which define the terrorist offences and crimes in 
vague, nebulous and imprecise terms. As a result of this situation, certain forms of political 
and/or social opposition, the exercise of certain freedoms and legitimate activity under 
international humanitarian law, are regrettably - all too often - criminalized. This deeply 
disturbing state of affairs, curtails the principle of legality in the context of criminal law, imperils 
the lawful and/or legitimate exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms, and erodes 
confidence in international institutions.  
 
50.   The international community, in its struggle over the years to condemn and combat 
international terrorism, has approached the definitional issue from two different perspectives. 
The first is holistic in its approach of terrorism, as it seeks to establish a general and 
comprehensive definition of the crime of terrorism. The second is segmented and object-oriented 
in its approach, as it is oriented toward the more modest goal of elaborating, in a piecemeal 
fashion, international instruments criminalizing specific behavior or acts favored by the 
terrorists. Although some regional intergovernmental systems have managed to establish 
comprehensive and general definitions of the crime of terrorism, this has not been the case at the 
global level of the United Nations. Obviously, the fundamental divisions in the world community 
on the issue of definition have halted, at the international level, the holistic and comprehensive 
approach. In contrast to the inability to reach consensus on a general definition of international 
terrorism, particularly within the United Nations, the segmented and object-oriented approach, 
commonly qualified as “sectoral” or “sectorial” approach by specialists in the area,65 has yielded 
a significant number of international instruments to prevent and suppress common terrorist 
crimes. To date, this sectoral method of dealing with the problem, by reference to the notion of 
“terrorist acts” and the so-called “multiform offence character” of terrorism, 66 enjoys the wider 
consensus within the international community, as proven already by the number of existing 
international “sectoral” conventions at both the global and the regional level.   
 
                                    2. The comprehensive approach 
 
51.   With regard to the holistic approach, which seeks to establish a general and comprehensive 
definition of terrorism, allusion has already been made to the necessity to distinguish between 
the initiatives and efforts undertaken in the framework of the United Nations and those 
undertaken in the frameworks of the various regional intergovernmental systems. The efforts and 
initiatives taken in the framework of the United Nations indicate very clearly the almost 
unsurmountable difficulties that, to this very day, stand in the way of formulating a single, 
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universally acceptable general definition of the crime of “terrorism”. For long decades, States, 
experts and the legal community have been striving without success to work out a 
comprehensive generally acceptable definition, which would be feasible and satisfactory from 
the legal point of view, in line with the techniques of incrimination in criminal law. At the 
regional level, even though in recent years some intergovernmental systems have been successful 
in formulating general definitions of the crime of terrorism, these definitions do no t coincide, in 
at least so far as all the elements of the crime are concerned. Furthermore, some of these 
definitions create problems with regard to basic principles of criminal law and of human rights.  
 
52.   The first attempt to establish and codify at the international intergovernmental level a 
general definition of terrorism, undertaken under the auspices of the League of Nations, resulted 
in the abortive Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of Terrorism, adopted in Geneva 
in 1937.67 This Convention formulated a general definition of the crime of terrorism and 
established also a list of acts specified as acts of terrorism.  Both its general definition and the 
specific incrimination of the acts of terrorism enumerated therein were the object of severe 
criticisms.68 Thus, for instance, while some authors considered that the definitions of the specific 
terrorist acts were insufficient and too vague, others maintained that the specific criminal intent 
to create terror - required by Article 1, paragraph 2 of the Convention containing the general 
definition of the crime of terrorism - was not an end in itself but only the means of perpetrating 
acts with political, ideological or criminal goals.69  
 
53.   In the aftermath of World War II, the United Nations made no attempt to revive the abortive 
1937 Terrorism Convention. Nonetheless, the United Nations International Law Commission 
addressed the definitional issue in 1954, during its work on the Draft Code of Offences against 
the Peace and Security of Mankind. The International Law Commission studied the question of 
both a general definition of terrorism and of the criminalization of specific acts of terrorism.70 In 
1990, it examined the issue of a crime of “international terrorism”, covering both State and non-
State terrorism,71 and included a definition of the crime of “international terrorism” in article 24 
of that version of its draft Code of Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind.72 
However, in 1995, no consensus could be reached among the members of the International Law 
Commission. 73 Several Commission members emphasized in particular the difficulties of 
elaborating a definition of the crime of terrorism that would satisfy the exigency of precision 
required by criminal law. 74 At the end, the Interna tional Law Commission decided not to include 
“international terrorism” as a specific or autonomous crime in the draft Code of Crimes against 
the Peace and Security of Mankind of 1996. However, it decided to include the “terrorist acts” in 
the acts constitutive of war crimes committed in violation of international humanitarian law and 
in armed conflicts.75  
 
54.   The Statute of the Ad Hoc International Criminal Tribunal for the Former-Yugoslavia has 
not included terrorism nor terrorist acts within the list of crimes falling under its jurisdiction. But 
the Statute of the Ad Hoc International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, in its article 4 on 
“Violations of common article 3 of the Conventions of Geneva and Additional Protocol II”, has 
included the “acts of terrorism” in the list of crimes submitted to its jurisdiction, without 
providing, however, any definition.  The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court does 
not contain a specific criminalization of terrorism, although the issue of terrorism was taken up 
in the course of its preparatory works. Some proposals were made to include in the jurisdiction 
of the International Criminal Court acts of terrorism already criminalized in international treaties 
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through reference to an annex, 76 and also to establish a universal definition of the “crime of 
terrorism”.77  However, none of these proposals was retained in the Rome Statute.   
 
55.   The drafting of a general convention on international terrorism started at the United Nations 
in 2000, within the Ad Hoc Committee created by General Assembly resolution 51/210 in 1996, 
and is continuing its work within a Working Group of the Sixth Committee of the General 
Assembly. The yearly reports of the Ad Hoc Committee and of the Working Group on 
Terrorism, clearly bring out the difficulties encountered by the States in their attempt to reach 
consensus on a general definition of the crime of terrorism that will be acceptable at the global 
level. For instance, in its last meetings on 15 and 16 October 2002, several delegations made it 
clear that in order to agree on the issue of definition it was necessary first to reach consensus on 
the issue of the scope of application of the draft general convention. 78   
 
56.   Apparently, the situation is different at the regional intergovernmental level, since some 
regional systems have already succeeded in reaching agreement on a comprehensive and general 
definition of the crime of terrorism. In this regard, mention should be made to the “Council 
Framework Decision on Combating Terrorism”, adopted by the European Union on 13 June 
2002,79 and containing a mutually acceptable definition of the terrorist act. Actually, the Council 
Framework Decision establishes two types of terrorist offences, i.e. the terrorist offence and the 
offence relating to a terrorist group, on the one hand, and  “offences related to terrorist 
activities”, on the other hand. The definition of the terrorist offence is markedly inspired from 
the draft general convention on international terrorism that is actually being elaborated in the 
United Nations. Further, mention should be made to the Convention of the Organization of 
African Unity on the Prevention and the Combating of Terrorism (or Algiers Convention), that 
was adopted in July 1999,80 the Arab Convention for the Suppression of Terrorism, adopted in 
Cairo in 1998, and the Convention of the Organization of the Islamic Conference on Combating 
International Terrorism, adopted in 1999. It is worth noting that besides the formulation of a 
definition of terrorism81 as well as of the terrorist offence,82 the Arab Convention for the 
Suppression of Terrorism, makes also reference to offences established by other treaties.83  In 
any event, despite their having certain elements in common, the different definitions adopted by 
these three conventions and by the Council Framework Decision on Combating Terrorism of the 
European Union diverge in significant aspects.   
 
                             2. The segmented or “sectoral” approach  
 
57.   In the absence of a common, universally acceptable, general definition of international 
terrorism, the segmented or “sectoral” approach has been widely used in the practice of States. In 
fact, of the 24 existing international instruments, 21 criminalize specific terrorist activities.84 For 
lack of space and in order to be respectful of the regulations concerning the length of Sub-
Commision reports, the Special Rapporteur does not plan to review and comment on them except 
for their relationship to and /or impact on basic human rights and fundamental freedoms.         
 
58.   In any event, in the opinion of the Special Rapporteur, it is in this context of object-oriented 
and segmented or sectoral approach, that should be included all three regional instruments 
adopted after 11 September 2001, namely the Inter-American Convention Against Terrorism, 
adopted on 3 June 2002, the Convention of the Council of Europe on Cyber-Crime and its 
additional Protocol, and the Protocol amending the European Convention for the Suppression of 
Terrorism. 85 Indeed, the Inter-American Convention against Terrorism does not advance any 
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new definition of the terrorist offence. Using the technique of indirect incrimination, this 
convention defines terrorist offences by simply referring to the incriminations embodied in ten 
international anti- terrorism conventions.86   
 
59.   International humanitarian law adopts the same approach. For instance, article 33 of the 
Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, article 51, paragraph 2, of the First Additional Protocol to 
the Geneva Conventions, as well as articles 4, paragraph 2, d), and 13 of the Second Additional 
Protocol to the Geneva Conventions criminalize specific acts of terrorism. However, strictly 
speaking, these norms of international humanitarian law establish prohibitions of certain 
practices, rather than provide for the legal definitions of “terrorist acts” as criminal offences. 
Thus, in its commentary on article 13 of the Second Additional Protocol to the Geneva 
Conventions, the International Committee of the Red Cross underscores that these prohibitions 
stem from the general principle of protection of civilian population against the dangers of 
hostilities, which is a principle already recognized by customary international law and the laws 
of war as a whole. This principle is specified by “the absolute prohibition of direct attacks, acts 
or threats aiming at violence committed with a view to spreading terror.”87                                                                                                                        
 
60.   In a certain sense, the prohibition of the use of terror and terrorist acts is neither general nor 
abstract.  It is closely related to the persons or objects targeted by these acts. The concepts of 
civilian population and protected persons are essential and so is also the nature of the objects. 
Moreover, the prohibition is also closely related to the means that are used, particularly their 
unlawful character or their indiscriminate effects.88 In the words of Michel Veuthey “it is in a 
general principle, applicable to all and in all circumstances, that it is necessary to seek a 
limitation if not a prohibition of such acts: the respect of civilian persons and their essential 
possessions as well as the necessity, in an armed struggle, to avoid superfluous sufferings”. 89 
Furthermore, as specified by the Committee in its commentary on article 51 of the First Protocol 
Additional to the Geneva Conventions, there is no doubt that acts of violence related to a state of 
war almost always give rise to some degree of terror among the population and sometimes also 
among the armed forces. It also happens that the attacks on armed forces are purposely 
conducted brutally in order to intimidate the enemy soldiers and to persuade them to surrender. 
Nevertheless, this provision has nothing to do with this kind of terror, for it is intended to 
prohibit “acts of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian 
population without offering substantial military advantage.”90   
 
                           4. A human rights delimitation of terrorism   
 
61.   There can be no doubt, from an international law point of view, that every State has not 
only the right but also the duty to prevent and suppress crime, especially crime which by its 
nature, objectives, or the means employed for its commission, is considered or qualified as 
terrorist. Additionally, the international community should also equip itself with all the 
appropriate legal instruments and means that are necessary to fight this scourge. Having said 
this, the Special Rapporteur is nonetheless convinced that States and the international community 
have an obligation to perform their rights and duties within the limits of the rule of law, 
respecting in particular the principles of international and criminal law, including international 
human rights and humanitarian law. In this context, it should be recalled that the United Nations 
Commission on Human Rights has repeatedly affirmed “that all measures to counter terrorism 
must be in strict conformity with international law, including international human rights 
standards.”91  
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                                 (a) Relevant principles of criminal law  
 
62.   Any legal definition of a crime, not only at the national (or domestic) but also at the 
international level, must be in conformity with established principles of criminal law and of 
international human rights law. With regard to criminal law, there are two basic principles that 
should always be kept in mind: the principle of legality of the offence - nullum crimen sine lege - 
and the principle of subjective responsibility. As regards international human rights law, it is 
necessary to reinforce that the qualification of a behavior as an offence should not criminalize 
any legitimate form of exercise of fundamental freedoms. As stated by Professor George 
Levasseur, the law must only prohibit those behaviors that are harmful to society. 92 Any legal 
definition of the crime of terrorism, be it a general definition or a definition relating to a specific 
act, cannot deviate from these principles. In this light, the report on “Terrorism and Human 
Rights”, which the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has recently published, draws 
our attention to the importance of ensuring that crimes relating to terrorism are “classified and 
described in precise and unambiguous language that narrowly defines the punishable offence, by 
providing a clear definition of the criminalized conduct, establishing its elements and the factors 
that distinguish it from behaviors that are either not punishable offences or are punishable by 
other penalties.”93   
 
63.   The principle of legality of the offence - nullum crimen sine lege - is, undoubtedly, one of 
the cornerstones of the whole edifice of modern criminal law. The United Nations International 
Law Commission has repeatedly underscored that this principle “is a fundamental principle of 
criminal law”.94 Professor Paul Guggenheim asserted as early as 1954 that this principle “is 
recognized by all civilized States”. 95 “Nullum crimen sine lege”, which applies in domestic law 
as well as in the framework of international criminal treaties, is also reaffirmed as a general 
principle of criminal law in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. It is, moreover, 
incorporated in international human rights law. Thus, for example, article 15 of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, article 7 of the European Convention of Human Rights, 
article 7 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, article 6 of the Arab Charter of 
Human Rights and article 9 of the American Convention on Human Rights, are all dealing with 
this principle of legality. It should, further, be recalled that this principle is referred to as a non-
derogable right in several human rights treaties.96 Also the Human Rights Committee, in its 
General Comment N° 29, has pointed out that the principle of legality in criminal matters cannot 
be subjected to derogation. 97 For its part, the above-mentioned report on “Terrorism and Human 
Rights” of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, is also underlining that the 
principle nullum crimen sine lege is one of the “fundamental principles of criminal law”. 98   
 
64.   In any event, the principle nullum crimen sine lege is closely linked to the right of any 
individual to life, liberty and security of the person, protected by article 3 of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. As pointed out by the International Law Commission,  “criminal 
law sets out standards of behavior that individuals must respect”. 99  On many occasions, the 
Human Rights Committee has considered that, as far as the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights is concerned, the right of any individual to the security of the person, spelled out 
by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, is by no means limited to cases of formal 
deprivation of liberty. For instance, the Committee has pointed out that States parties have the 
duty to undertake all reasonable and appropriate measures of protection, and that the guarantees 
provided by the Covenant would be entirely ineffective if one could interpret article 9 as 
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authorizing a State party to dismiss threats to the safety of an individual under the pretext that he 
is not held in detention. 100  The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has also 
considered that the purpose of the principle of legality, inherent in criminal law, is to guarantee 
the safety of the individual, by allowing him or her to know the acts for which he or she might be 
held criminally responsible.101   
 
65.   The meaning of the principle nullum crimen sine lege is that in order to be qualified as an 
offence, an act or omission should be criminalized under applicable law at the time of its 
commitment and, further, that the definitions of criminal offences must be precise, unequivocal 
and unambiguous. Thus, in its General Comment N° 29, the Human Rights Committee has 
specified that the principle of legality in the field of criminal law signifies that criminal 
responsibility, as well as punishment, must be defined within “clear and precise provisions in the 
law that was in place and applicable at the time the act or omission took place, except in cases 
where a later law imposes a lighter penalty.”102  The European Court of Human Rights agrees, 
further pointing out that the principle nullum crimen sine lege implies that definitions of criminal 
offences, or criminal incriminations, must be precise and unambiguous.103 And the Inter-
American Court of Human Rights concurs that crimes must be “classified and described in 
precise and unambiguous language that narrowly defines the punishable offense, thus giving full 
meaning to the principle of nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege praevia in criminal law”, 
specifying further, that ambiguity in describing crimes creates doubts and the opportunity for 
abuse of power “particularly when it comes to ascertaining the criminal responsibility of 
individuals and punishing their criminal behavior with penalties that exact their toll on the things 
that are most precious, such as life and liberty.”104   
 
66.   That said, many national antiterrorist laws continue to resort to vague, ambiguous or 
imprecise definitions allowing for the criminalization of legitimate exercise of fundamental 
freedoms, peaceful political and/or social opposition and other lawful acts, as already noted by 
the Special Rapporteur. Thus, the Human Rights Committee was compelled to examine and 
formulate observations and comments to which the Special Rapporteur has already referred in 
this and in her previous report.105 In the same vein, the Inter-American Commission on Human 
Rights has been equally concerned about certain domestic anti-terrorism laws that violate the 
principle of legality because these laws “have attempted to prescribe a comprehensive definition 
of terrorism that is inexorably overbroad and imprecise”, or have legislated “variations on the 
crime of ‘treason’ that denaturalize the meaning of that offence and create imprecision and 
ambiguities in distinguishing between these various offences.”106 It has, moreover, underscored 
that the observance of the principle of legality, as well as of the principles non bis in idem and of 
the presumption of innocence are particularly significant in the context of domestic laws that 
prescribe crimes relating to terrorism. 107   
 
67.   The principle nullum crimen sine lege has two corollaries: the restrictive interpretation of 
criminal law and the prohibition of analogy, on the one hand, and the prohibition of a retroactive 
application of criminal law, on the other hand.  Thus, for example, paragraph 2 of article 22 of 
the Rome Statute stipulates that “the definition of a crime shall be strictly construed and shall not 
be extended by analogy. In case of ambiguity, the definition shall be interpreted in favor of the 
person being investigated, prosecuted or convicted”. It hardly need be said that it is this principle 
of legality that was at the basis of the development of the elements of crimes envisaged by the 
Rome Statute. In this context, vague and ambiguous or imprecise incriminations could not be 
admitted. It may as well be of interest to recall that the Special Rapporteur on the Independence 
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of Judges and Lawyers also emphasized that legal definitions that are vague, nebulous or 
imprecise are contrary to international human rights law and to “general conditions prescribed by 
international law”. 108 When these definitions allow for the criminalization of legitimate 
behavior under international human rights law, or acts that are lawful acts under international 
humanitarian law, they overstep the principle of legality.  
 
68.   The principle of individual criminal responsibility is also a fundamental element of 
contemporary criminal law. Professor Pierre-Marie Dupuy maintains that subjective 
responsibility in criminal matters as well as individuality of the penalty are principles of 
international criminal law and peremptory norms.109  The above- mentioned report on 
“Terrorism and Human Rights”, of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, contains 
some pertinent observations on this matter also. It states, for instance, that among the most 
fundamental principles governing criminal prosecutions that are afforded international protection 
under human rights law is the precept that no one should be convicted of an offence except on 
the basis of individual penal responsibility. It notes that criminal prosecutions must comply with 
the fundamental requirement that no one should be convicted of an offence except on the basis of 
individual penal responsibility, the corollary to this principle being that there can be no collective 
criminal responsibility. This requirement has received particular emphasis in the context of post-
World War II criminal prosecutions, owing in large part to international public opposition to 
convicting persons based solely upon their membership in a group or organization. However, this 
restriction does not preclude the prosecution of persons on such established grounds of 
individual criminal responsibility as complicity, incitement, or participation in a common 
criminal enterprise, nor does it prevent individual accountability on the basis of the well-
established superior responsibility doctrines.110  
 
69.   In this respect, it is important to recall that articles 9 and 10 of the Nuremberg Statute raised 
the question of objective criminal responsibility for membership in a criminal group. These 
provisions were targeting, of course, members and Heads of the                      leading Nazi Party 
(National Sozialistische Partei), the Gestapo (Geheime Staatspolizei), the S.D. (Sicherheitsdienst 
des Reichsfuehrers) and the S.S.                   (Schutzstaffeln der Nationalsozialistischen 
Deutschen Arbeiterpartei). The Nuremberg Tribunal declared these three organizations criminal. 
Nevertheless, as pointed out by Professor Eric David, all the members of these groups were not 
recognized as criminals on the simple fact of their membership in the above-mentioned 
groups.111 As a matter of fact, the Nuremberg Tribunal dismissed any application of objective 
individual criminal responsibility. For a member of these groups to have been declared criminal, 
it was necessary to have been involved voluntarily and in full knowledge of the criminal 
purposes of the group, or to have actually participated in the commission of war crimes, crimes 
against peace or crimes against humanity.   
 
70.   The principle of individual criminal responsibility is expressly recognized by several 
international instruments, in particular the Fourth Geneva Convention in its article 33, the First 
Additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 relating to the Protection of 
Victims of International Armed Conflicts in its article 75, paragraph 4 b), the Second Additional 
Protocol to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 relating to the Protection of Victims of 
Non-International Armed Conflicts in its article 6, paragraph 2 b), the Second Protocol for the 
Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict in its articles 15 and 16,  the 
Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia in its article 7, the 
Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda in its Article 6, the Rome Statute for 
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the International Criminal Court in its article 25 and the Statute of the Special Court for Sierra 
Leone in its article 6.  The International Committee of the Red Cross, in its commentary on 
article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, has affirmed that this provision embodies in 
international law “one of the general principles of domestic law, i.e. that penal liability is 
personal in character”. 112 In addition, in its commentary on article 75, paragraph 4 b), of the First 
Additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions, the Committee has specified that after World 
War II, and ever since, “international public opinion has condemned convictions of persons on 
account of their membership in a group or organization” and that objections were also raised 
against collective punishment inflicted indiscriminately on families or on the population of a 
district or building. It, further, underscored the decision taken to outlaw any conviction or 
punishment that would not be based on individual responsibility “in accordance with the now 
universally accepted principle that no one may be punished for an act he has not personally 
committed.”113 It is also important to note, in this context, that in his Report on the 
Establishment of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, the Secretary 
General declined to retain, for the purposes of the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, the criminal 
liability of individuals by reason of their membership in an association or organization 
considered to be criminal. 114    
71.   International human rights instruments acknowledge implicitly the principle of individual 
criminal responsibility. It is noteworthy, however, that the American Convention on Human 
Rights reinforces this principle with the prohibition of sanctions that would target other persons 
than the offender, such as family or close relatives.115 Recently, the Inter-American Commission 
on Human Rights pointed out that a person could be condemned only for an offence and on the 
basis of individual criminal responsibility.116   
 
72.   Admittedly, in recent years, a new “technique of incrimination" in antiterrorist matters has 
surfaced. In line with this “technique” international bodies and States draw up official lists of 
groups qualified as terrorist groups. Membership or collaboration with these groups is in itself an 
offence.  This “technique of incrimination”, however, is not devoid of problems with regard to 
the principle of individual criminal responsibility. The Special Rapporteur, in her first progress 
report, submitted to the Sub-Commission before even the horrendous terrorist attacks of 11 
September 2001, drew attention to these problems in the following terms: “[s]ome of this [anti-
terrorism] legislation contains no definition of terrorism, while some contains lists of certain 
acts.  Some of it includes provisions in which groups are put on an official terrorist list, 
frequently with no analysis of the particulars of the situation or the nature of the group.  Those 
groups and others espousing similar views but uninvolved with the groups concerned may face 
severe consequences…[J]udicial proceedings to challenge this false labelling or to defend a 
person charged with an offence under such anti-terrorism legislation may leave room for serious 
negation of a wide range of procedural rights.”117  On the same topic, it is important to mention 
also that the European Court of Human Rights has specified that Article 5 of the European 
Convention of Human Rights does not legitimize the arrest of a person who is suspected of 
planning to commit an offence on the sole ground that the person belongs to a group of 
individuals recognized as dangerous and known for its continuing propensity to crime.118   
 
                           (b) Definitions of terrorism and human rights  
 
73.   It has already been noted that one of the most disturbing aspects is, indeed, the 
establishment of legal definitions of the crime of terrorism or of terrorist acts which can lead to 
the criminalization of legitimate and/or lawful behaviour under international law, especially as 
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regards the exercise of fundamental rights and freedoms. More specifically, there are certain 
domestic laws which actually or potentially conflict with the exercise of the right to take part in 
the conduct of public affairs, the right to strike, as well as freedom of expression, association and 
information. There are definitions of terrorism which directly criminalize legitimate forms of 
political, ideological and social opposition, and other definitions which disregard the principle 
nullum crimen sine lege, as explained already at some length - i.e. they are so wide and/or of 
such an ambiguous and imprecise nature that they leave space for the eventual criminalization of 
activities falling within the legitimate exercise of trade-unionism and other fundamental rights 
and freedoms.  
 
74.   It is true, of course, that according to international law the exercise of certain rights and 
fundamental freedoms can be limited. However, there can be no doubt that these limitations or 
restrictions cannot be imposed in an arbitrary way, for it is international law itself that sets out 
the precise framework. In this context, the Human Rights Committee, in its General Comment 
N° 10 on the Liberty of Expression, has specified that the exercise of the right to freedom of 
expression carries with it special duties and responsibilities and for this reason certain 
restrictions on the right are permitted. These restrictions may relate either to the interests of other 
persons or to those of the community as a whole. Nevertheless, when a State party to the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights imposes certain restrictions on the exercise 
of freedom of expression, these may not in any case put in jeopardy the right itself. Article19, 
paragraph 3, sets out conditions and it is only subject to these conditions that restrictions may be 
imposed: the restrictions must be “provided by law”; they may only be imposed for one of the 
purposes set out in subparagraphs (a) and (b) of that paragraph; and they must be justified as 
being “necessary” for that State party for one of those purposes.119 Beyond this, the Committee 
has pointed out on several occasions that according to the Covenant freedom of expression can 
only be limited if its exercise undermines the rights or the reputation of others or compromises 
national security or public order.120  
 
75.   The European Court of Human Rights has, on several occasions, dealt with the issue of the 
relationship between freedom of expression and terrorism. The clear incitation to the use of 
violence, hostility or hatred between citizens is one of the criteria retained by the Court to 
distinguish between the exercise of freedom of expression and terrorism.121 The Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights concurs that in the fight against terrorism some limitations on 
freedom of expression might be justified as measures that are necessary to protect the public 
order or national security. In its “Report on Human Rights and Terrorism”,122 it considered, in 
particular, that  “the requirement that any subsequent penalties must be established by law means 
that it must be foreseeable to the communicator that a particular expression may give rise to legal 
liability”, and added that an overly broad or vague provision may not fulfill the requirement of 
foreseeability and therefore may violate the terms of Article 13, paragraph 2 of the American 
Convention on Human Rights.123 The Inter-American Commission has also recommended to the 
States to impose subsequent penalties for the dissemination of opinion or information only 
through laws that have “legitimate aims”, are “clear and foreseeable”, not “overly broad or 
vague”, and “ensure that any penalties are proportionate to the type of harm they are designed to 
prevent”. It also recommended to the States to refrain from promulgating laws that broadly 
criminalize, without an “additional requirement of a showing of an intent to incite lawless 
violence or any other similar action and a likelihood of success, the public defense (apologia) of 
terrorism or of persons who might have committed terrorist acts”.124   
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76.   Concerning the rights to freedom of assembly and association, the Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights also affirms that limitations on such rights must be established 
“by or in conformity with laws that are enacted by democratically elected and constitutionally 
legitimate bodies and are tied to the general welfare”, and underscores that such rights cannot be 
restricted “at the sole discretion of governmental authorities”. It specifies, moreover, that any 
such restriction must be in the interest of national security, public order, or to protect public 
health or morals or the rights or freedoms of others, and “must be enacted only for reasons of 
general interest and in accordance with the purpose for which such restrictions have been 
established”. Additionally, the restrictions must be considered necessary in a “democratic 
society”, of which “the rights and freedoms inherent in the human person, the guarantees 
applicable to them and the rule of law are fundamental components”. Similarly, in the words of 
the Inter-American Commission, “while the rights to freedom of assembly and of association are 
not designated to be non-derogable”, any measures taken by States to suspend these rights “must 
comply strictly with the rules and principles governing derogation including the principles of 
necessity and proportionality”.125  
 
77.   It is equally significant to note that the right to strike is also susceptible to limitations and 
restrictions.126 The International Labour Organization’s Union Freedom Committee has 
considered that a general restriction of the right to strike is permissible only in the case of those 
services tha t are classified as essential, which the International Labour Organization defines as 
those whose suspension could jeopardize the safety or life of all or part of the public. 
 
78.   After 11 September 2001, in the name of the fight against terrorism, the exercise of the 
above rights and freedoms has been criminalized in several countries. This tendency is even 
more worrying when intergovernmental systems adopt counter- terrorism legal instruments, 
which allow for the criminalization of some of the modalities of the exercise of the above-
mentioned rights. The OAU Convention on the Prevention and Combating of Terrorism, for 
instance, leaves open space for an eventual criminalization of certain of the modalities of the 
exercise of the right to strike, by having adopted a fairly wide definition of “terrorist act”. 127                                                                                       

 
79.   However, it is important to remember that this phenomenon is not all that new. Thus, for 
example, as early as 1995, the Working Group on arbitrary detention reiterated its concern about 
the lack of precision in the legislation of several countries with regard to certain criminalized 
conduct described by the governments as “acts of treason”,  “acts hostile to a foreign State”, 
“enemy propaganda”, “terrorism”, etc. In 1994, the Working Group, observing that there were 
criminal classifications under which it was not even clear whether the perpetrator of an “attack 
on State security” used violence or merely manifested an opinion, considered the possibility of 
suggesting that the competent body (which was the forthcoming Ninth United Nations Congress 
on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders) should make recommendations to 
ensure that criminal classifications established by national law are in conformity with the general 
principles guaranteeing that the right to the principle of restrictiveness or lawfulness is not 
arbitrarily disregarded.128 And, of course, the Human Rights Committee has also formulated 
observations with regard to existing very broad or vague definitions of terrorism in the 
legislation of several States, and under which legitimate forms of exercise of fundamental rights 
could be criminalized.129    
 
                                 (c) Terrorism and political offence  
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80.   A major aspect of the problem of legally defining terrorism is the potential relationship of 
terrorism with the concept of political offence. Admittedly, the delimitation of the concept of 
political offence and of its potential relationship with terrorism is of particular relevance to the 
human rights discussion of the definitional problem of terrorism. In this context, it is important 
to note that there is no international definition of the political offence. The concept is commonly 
referred to in domestic legislations and in the doctrine of criminal law. There are some domestic 
legislations that are unfamiliar with the criminalization of political offences. However, the acts 
that are criminalized by the penal law are equivalent to the definitions of the political offence 
established by the legislations of other States. For the rest, criminal doctrines envisage several 
cases of political offences, i.e., the political offence stricto sensu, the “complex” political 
offence, and the common law offence committed for political reasons or purposes. Nonetheless, 
the various schools of thought in criminal law have diverging views on these different aspects. 
Some emphasize the objective character of the criminal behavior while others focus on the intent 
or the political motivation of the perpetrator.130 Some differentiate between the non-antisocial 
behavior of the perpetrator and require an antigovernment intent,131 while others find the 
specifics of the political offence in the goods legally injured by the behavior.   
 
81.   It is clear, however, that the concept of political offence is well recognized under 
international law, in particular as regards extradition, asylum, amnesties and infliction of 
criminal penalties. In a sense, the concept of political offence derives from the right to resistance 
or the right to rebellion set out in the Preamble of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.132 
Although no definition of the political offence is embodied in international instruments, the case 
law of the human rights intergovernmental bodies frequently refers to this concept.133 Thus, for 
instance, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights considers as political offences acts 
presenting certain elements that are characteristic of a political offence, in spite of how national 
criminal legislations considers the facts.134 It is worth noting also that in his study on “Amnesty 
Laws and Their Role in the Safeguard and Promotion of Human Rights”, the expert of the Sub-
Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, Mr. Louis Joinet, 
spelled out the generally accepted criteria to distinguish between political offences and common 
law offences.135   
 
82.   With regard to extradition, the generally accepted rule is that there is no extradition for 
political offences. Many international conventions embody this rule.  Nevertheless, international 
instruments do not include a definition of the political offence. Consequently, it pertains to the 
State from which extradition is required to determine whether the offence for which extradition 
is needed is a political offence or is connected to a political offence. The concept of political 
offence is further linked to the principle of non-refoulement, spelled out in several treaties of 
extradition. Most of these treaties reproduce the Irish clause of the European Convention on 
Extradition, according to which a State is not compelled to extradite if the required State has 
“substantial grounds” for believing that the request for extradition has been made for the purpose 
of prosecuting or punishing a person on account of his race, religion, nationality or political 
opinion, or that that person’s position may be prejudiced for any of these reasons.136   
 
83.   However, as underlined by Mikaël Poutiers, the rule of non extradition for political offences 
“is not absolute [as] it is indeed admitted that the political purpose put forward could not justify 
the commission of particularly serious criminal acts”. 137  Thus, some crimes, even if motivated 
by political reasons, are not regarded for the purpose of extradition as political offences or 
committed for political aims.  Consequently, the rule aut dedere aut judicare is applicable. 
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Terrorist acts138 such as attacks against Heads of States,139 crimes against humanity, 140 war 
crimes,141 genocide,142 apartheid, mercenarism, torture and forced disappearance,143 inter alia, 
belong to this category of offences. One of the consequences of such a differentiated legal 
treatment between political offences and terrorist offences lies in the possible extradition of the 
perpetrator of the offence.   
 
84.   The concept of political offence is also closely related with the concept of refuge and the 
right to asylum. Historically, the concepts of political offence and persecution for political 
reasons were at the heart of the recognition of the right to asylum. Asylum has long been 
recognized in Latin American countries. Asylum was initially limited to cases of political 
offences as shown by many regional instruments.144 Although they do not explicitly refer to the 
words “political offence”, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights145 and the United Nations 
Declaration on Territorial Asylum implicitly recognize the right to asylum for the perpetrators of 
acts considered as political crimes. Article 22, paragraph 7, of the American Convention on 
Human Rights provides that “[e]very person has the right to seek and be granted asylum in a 
foreign territory, in accordance with the legislation of the state and international conventions, in 
the event he is being pursued for political offences or related common crimes.” As is well 
known, the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees extended the reasons for which asylum 
can be granted.   
 
85.   However, various international instruments and in particular refugee law146 exclude from 
the right to asylum and the protection stemming from it, perpetrators of certain acts such as, inter 
alia, crimes against peace, war crimes, crimes against humanity, serious non-political crimes and 
acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations. Although such crimes can be 
justified by political reasons, given the seriousness of these offences and the values and legal 
interests at stake, such crimes are not considered as “political offences” and do not entitle their 
perpetrators to invoke the right to asylum.147 The perpetrators are also excluded from the 
international protection stemming from the status of refugee. As regards terrorist acts, these also 
fall in this category of acts depriving their perpetrators of the right to asylum. In this context, 
particular attention should be drawn to Security Council Resolution 1373 (2001) imposing to all 
States, inter alia, to “[d]eny safe haven to those who finance, plan, support, or commit terrorist 
acts, or provide safe havens”, and calling upon them to take appropriate measures, “before 
granting refugee status, for the purpose of ensuring that the asylum-seeker has not planned, 
facilitated or participated in the commission of terrorist acts”, and ensure “that refugee status is 
not abused by the perpetrators, organizers or facilitators of terrorist acts, and that claims of 
political motivation are not recognized as grounds for refusing requests for the extradition of 
alleged terrorists”. 148   
 
86.   In this context, there are two situations challenging the right to asylum. The first, 
highlighted by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, in his annual Note on 
international protection addressed to the executive Committee of the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), on 11 September 2002,149 involves the vague and 
imprecise definitions of terrorism offences in the regional legal instruments. In this respect the 
High Commissioner recommended “the inclusion of precise definitions in such instruments and 
avoidance of any unwarranted linkages between asylum-seekers/refugees and terrorists”. 150 He 
also pointed out that “if definitions are too broad and vague, as has sometimes been the case, 
there is a risk that the “terrorist” label might be abused for political ends, for example to 
criminalize legitimate activities of political opponents, in a manner amounting to 
persecution”. 151 The second involves the legal classification of political offences per se as 
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The second involves the legal classification of political offences per se as terrorist crimes. As is 
well known, several countries removed from their national criminal legislation the category of 
political offence and criminalized these same behaviors as terrorist offences.   
 
87.   The concept of political offence is also included in some international instruments as to the 
imposition of penalties. For example, the American Convention on Human Rights prohibits the 
death penalty for political offences or related common crimes. The Inter-American Court and the 
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights have touched upon this issue on several 
occasions. It is also interesting to recall, in this context, the provision of Article 1 of International 
Labour Organization Convention No. 105, Concerning the Abolition of Forced Labour, which 
stipulates that ratifying members undertake to suppress and not to make use of any form of 
forced or compulsory labor “[a]s a means of political coercion or education or as a punishment 
for holding or expressing political views or views ideologically opposed to the established 
political, social or economic system”.   
 
88.   The concept of political offence is also linked to the issue of amnesties. As is well known, 
“terrorist” campaigns fought for political ends or purposes can sometimes end in compromise. In 
this kind of campaign or conflict, human rights are violated in practice, either as a result of a 
vigorous counter terrorism policy ignoring the constraints of international and human rights law, 
or by those “terrorists” who have been defeated and captured, or even those that have lost power. 
In the event of political settlement and compromise, while amnesty laws for human rights 
violators can play an important role in the process of reconciliation within the State, they also 
raise the serious issue of impunity.    
 
89.   In his study on “Amnesty Laws and Their Role in the Safeguard and Promotion of Human 
Rights”, Sub-Commission expert Mr. Louis Joinet, had stated that the granting of amnesty for 
political offences was a frequent practice that favored the resolution of armed conflicts and the 
return to democracy. 152 Some schools of thought in criminal law justify eligibility for amnesty 
for political offences on the argument that those engaging in this kind of behavior are not 
antisocial. A number of constitutions and national laws recognize therefore, the possibility of 
granting amnesty to the perpetrators of political offences. It is notable, that many resolutions of 
the General Assembly153 and of the Commission on Human Rights154 have recommended the 
release of the perpetrators of political offences, in particular by the granting of amnesty or 
measures of clemency, and that the Human Rights Committee has also considered as a positive 
measure for the implementation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights the 
granting of amnesty to perpetrators of political offences or their release.155 In the same line, the 
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has also recommended the granting of amnesty to 
perpetrators of political offences.156 It is equally important to note that international 
humanitarian law also envisions amnesty for those who fight against the government in an 
internal armed conflict, as set out in Article 6, paragraph 5 of the Second Protocol Additional to 
the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-
International Armed Conflicts, allowing for a broad amnesty to be granted to “persons who have 
participated in the armed conflict, or those deprived of their liberty for reasons related to the 
armed conflict, whether they are interned or detained.”   
 
90.   In any event, international human rights law and international humanitarian law impose 
certain limits to the possibility of granting amnesties. Accordingly, perpetrators of war crimes, 
genocide, crimes against humanity and other gross violations of human rights cannot benefit 
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from amnesties and other similar measures.  Even though the perpetrators of the above 
mentioned criminal activities may have acted for political ends or purposes, the extreme 
seriousness of their acts and the values at stake exclude any consideration of their conduct as 
political offences, or common crimes committed for political reasons, and they are, therefore, 
excluded from the benefit of amnesties or similar measures. The Human Rights Committee,157 
the Inter-American Court of Human Rights158 and the Inter-American Commission on Human 
Rights159 concur that amnesty and other similar measures which prevent the perpetrators of gross 
human rights violations from being brought before the courts, tried and sentenced are 
incompatible with State obligations under international human rights law. It is further notable, 
that the incompatibility of amnesty laws with the obligation to investigate, bring to trial and 
punish those responsible for gross human rights violations has implicitly been recognized in the 
Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, adopted by the 1993 World Conference on 
Human Rights.160 Finally, attention should be drawn to an official interpretation given by the 
International Committee of the Red Cross, as to the scope of Article 6, paragraph 5, of the 
Second Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 relating to the 
Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts, which states that “[t]he travaux 
préparatoirs of 6(5) indicate that this provision aims at encouraging amnesty, i.e., a sort of 
release at the end of hostilities. It does not aim at an amnesty for those having violated 
international humanitarian law.”161 
 
91.   It follows, that perpetrators of international terrorism, as delineated and /or defined under 
binding international conventions and other binding international law norms, should not benefit 
from amnesties and other similar measures, at least to the extent that their international criminal 
activity grossly violates human rights and is contrary to the purposes and principles of the United 
Nations Charter. And yet, the habitually vague and imprecise delineations and/or definitions of 
the “terrorist” offences - in national as well as international law norms - often blurs the 
landscape, as repeatedly noted by the Special Rapporteur, and allows for the criminalization of 
the lawful and/or legitimate exercise of human rights and freedoms, or even for the legal 
assimilation of the terrorist with the political offences, compromising eventually the possibility 
of amnesties. 
 
92.   Terrorist acts and political crimes have, of course, certain common features, in particular as 
regards the political motive of the perpetrators. In the words of Colin Warbrick, “[i]f there be an 
identifiable concept of terrorism, a necessary, if not always sufficient, condition appears to be 
that there is conduct done with some political motive.”162 Nevertheless, terrorist acts and 
political crimes are two different criminal categories, subject to distinct rules, especially as 
regards extradition, asylum and amnesty. It is likely that, during an insurrection, terrorist acts are 
committed and their authors must be tried for those acts. This is a problem of cumulative 
incriminations.  International law does not prohibit insurrection. What is forbidden, and illicit, is 
the perpetration of certain acts. 163  Under international humanitarian law, the prohibition of the 
recourse to acts not considered legal military operations is neither general nor abstract, and is in 
strict relationship with the notions of civilian population and protected persons.   
 
93.   In conclusion, it cannot be overemphasized that any State has the right to defend itself and 
to take the necessary measures to guarantee its own security and integrity.  In order to do so, 
States have the right to criminalize behaviors that endanger their security and integrity. But, in so 
doing, States are also bound by, in particular, international and criminal law principles.  The 
legal determination of behaviors which cons titute other offences, such as the political offence, as 
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terrorist, but which are quite distinct from terrorism, denaturalizes and undermines the meaning 
of “terrorist offence,” creating ambiguities in distinguishing between these various offences. 
That is particularly true when any form of political offence - with or without use of violence, be 
it a terrorist act or not - is put into the legal category of terrorist offences.  The blurring of legal 
categories has serious consequence as to the legal status of the political offence, in particular as 
regards extradition, asylum, penalty and amnesties. The recommendation of the Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights, according to which States must “ensure that crimes relating to 
terrorism are classified and described in precise and unambiguous language that narrowly 
defines the punishable offence, by providing a clear definition of the criminalized conduct, 
establishing its elements and the factors that distinguish it from behaviors that are either not 
punishable offences or are punishable by other penalties” is particularly compelling.164   
 
                                      III. CONCLUDING REMARKS  
 
94.   The Special Rapporteur began her work by first exploring possible avenues for conceptual 
development of the topic and then elaborating on several aspects or themes. She intended her 
second progress report to develop several other aspects or themes as part of her conceptual 
evolution of the topic. She envisioned, at the time, that she would then work on the final report in 
which she would draw together the many conceptual strands to arrive at a working and workable 
definition of terrorism, a practical set of guidelines incorporating human rights and humanitarian 
law issues, and a variety of conclusions and recommendations. The events of 11 September 
2001, however, somewhat derailed that aim, with the result that the Special Rapporteur deviated 
somewhat from her original intentions regarding the second progress report to accommodate and 
document the international upheaval, as well as international and regional action in the post 11 
September 2001 context.                                                         
 
95.   As in previous reports, the Special Rapporteur continues to document international and 
regional action in an addendum to this report, in order to be respectful of the new limitations 
imposed on Sub-Commission reports. However, it is clear that to discuss international, regional 
and national measures is a Herculean task, considering the huge amount and diversity of the 
measures adopted and/or implemented at national, regional and international levels after 11 
September 2001 to combat terrorism. As already noted by the Special Rapporteur in her 
preliminary observations, discussion of these is a new job of an entirely new scale and scope 
from her original mandate, which already included a vast array of conceptual issues. 
Furthermore, the follow-up of measures adopted to combat terrorism is a long-term task that 
requires the examination of the conformity of such measures to a significant number of 
international human rights instruments and largely exceeds the inherent object and the “raison 
d’être” of studies of the Sub-Commission, as well as the material capacities of the Special 
Rapporteur.                       
 
96.   And yet, the Special Rapporteur thinks that it is essential to follow-up and permanently 
examine the conformity of these measures with international human rights law. To a certain 
extent, the treaty bodies and the special procedures of the Commission on Human Rights carry 
out, at least partially and in a fragmented way, this follow-up. Indeed, the Special Rapporteur is 
encouraged by the fact that the treaty bodies are developing methods to address compliance of 
national legislation on terrorism, including the inclusion of specific questions on these issues in 
their directives to States for the preparation of their reports. 
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97.   At this stage of her work, the Special Rapporteur considers it appropriate to press for the 
Sub-Commission and all other human rights bodies to continue to urge the Security Council 
Counter Terrorism Committee of its obligation to review national anti-terrorism legislation also 
from the point of view of human rights and humanitarian law. 165 It is apparent that to date the 
“liaison” relationship with the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights and the 
Human Rights Committee has yet to yield a specific undertaking from the CTC regarding human 
rights. It is certainly not premature to recommend that the CTC should incorporate human rights 
and humanitarian norms into its advisory programmes assisting States to draft or amend counter-
terrorist legislation. The regional inter-governmental organizations are already playing an 
important role in this regard and the Special Rapporteur welcomes these efforts.   

 
98.   The Special Rapporteur also considers that it would be appropriate and effective for the 
Commission on Human Rights to establish within the Commission a procedure of follow-up and 
supervision of the measures adopted and/or implemented after 11 September 2001 at national, 
regional and international levels. Some encouraging steps have been accomplished by the 
General Assembly resolution 57/219 of 18 December 2002 and the Human Rights Commission 
resolution 2003/68 of 25 April 2003. 

 
99.   Another alternative for the Commission could be to consider for the Sub-Commission a 
more active role in monitoring counter-terrorism legislation when the Special Rapporteur 
completes her study. Even though the Commission itself usua lly assumes efforts to monitor 
States’ and even non-States actors’ compliance with human rights norms, there is precedence for 
such action by the Sub-Commission. In this regard the Special Rapporteur points out the 
“Khalifa” reports (beginning in 1981) monitoring trade with the apartheid regime in South Africa 
and the “Despouy” reports (beginning in 1985) monitoring States’ use of “state of emergency” 
derogations of human rights. Further, several of the Sub-Commission’s working groups also 
monitor States’ compliance with aspects of human rights law under their mandates. 

 
100.  Finally, the Special Rapporteur continues to welcome and reflect on the valuable comments 
and suggestions made to her by her colleagues in the Sub-Commission, States, 
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, as well as United Nations special 
procedures. She looks forward to completing her study on the conceptual aspects of terrorism 
and human rights and to submitting her final report to the Sub-Commission at its fifty-sixth 
session in 2004. 
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